CALLING ALL MEMBERS!
IMCAS is honored to host another new and exciting edition of IMCAS Asia in collaboration
with ITCAM of THAICOSDERM in Bangkok, Thailand from June 19 to 21, 2020.
IMCAS Asia was conceived to create a meeting ground for medical professionals in
dermatology, plastic surgery and related fields - a place of exchange where international
experts can share the recent advancements made in their home countries, and the Asian
specialists give their regional insights in return, for learning knows no boundaries.
The scientific program embodies this notion of exchange, offering 168 scientific sessions
featuring the latest research and techniques with a systematic look at specificities of Asian
morphologies, so that attendees may provide the best care to all patients of all ethnicities.
14 key themes, including injectables, lasers & EBD, clinical dermatology, genital treatments,
regenerative medicine, face & body surgery, form the foundation to underpin your progress
while the diverse stimulating session formats stimulate learning and maximum retention of
information.
Leading the list of dynamic courses is the Anatomy on Cadaver Workshop, a unique series of
sessions that combine live broadcasts of cadaver dissections and live patient demonstrations
of non-surgical procedures to help attendees avoid danger zones.
Once equipped with the knowledge of the zones to avoid, attendees can continue the
learning journey to IMCAS Alert sessions for tips & tricks to manage complications. The
experts presenting at these sessions introduce cases of complication with injectables, lasers
& EBD, threads or surgery that were posted on the Alert section of IMCAS Academy, give
their approaches on how to manage the complications.
IMCAS Asia 2020 is a celebration of great minds gathering to share their passion in aesthetic
science and medicine. Two social events taking place during the congress allow further
interaction between attendees so they may connect or reconnect with their international
colleagues. Engage in stimulating exchange during the Networking cocktail or indulge in fine
dining that keeps the conversation flowing with the Gala dinner.
Bangkok promises a new and exciting educational adventure, and the entire IMCAS team is
eager to welcome you.

